
 

 
“I am the SDGs” 

take an action for the SDGs and be part of the butterfly effect that will 
transform the world 

SDG wings inspiring everyone to take action for the SDG 
 
 

The SDGs will only be achieved if everyone takes action and  
show leaders the support for the Goals.  

 

Why launching a SDG butterfly effect campaign? 

2019 is a critical year for the SDGs globally in view of the Head of States High Level Political Forum at the 
United Nations in September. 

A SDG butterfly wings campaign -leveraging the partnerships with Local Governments, parliamentarians, 
civil society organizations, the media, learning institutions and the private sector can disseminate a positive 
message in support of the SDG and of taking action. 

 The campaign can also raise the visibility and the profile of the Goals and show leaders at all levels that 
their citizens are standing behind the Agenda 2030 for Sustainable Development. 

THE PROPOSAL: SDG Wings to inspire action 
 
“A Butterfly flapping its wings in Peru can start a change in the weather that leads to a typhoon in China.”  

Every ACTION, big and small, can have a transformative impact in making the Goals a reality. Building on 
the concept of the butterfly effect - a single action, no matter how small, can drive a positive wave of 
change in other parts of the world, a worldwide social media hype - the Graffiti Wings- and the nature of 
the SDGs - innovative, positive and inclusive -, we invite citizens to bring their SDG butterfly wings to life, 
flap them and create an exponential effect that will help make the SDGs a reality.  



 

 
 

Through a combination of illustration art to turn each of the 17 SDGs into beautiful butterfly wings, 
Augmented Reality to bring the wings to life on anyone’s phones, outdoor placement in public spaces and 
cinema spots, a localized influencer engagement strategy and social media campaign and an online 
platform for people to take action for the GoalsAn interactive survey (MYWORLD) through which 
participants can share their views on SDG progress.  

 

 

 
 



 

ROLL OUT & TIMELINE 

⏩Official launch at the Global Festival of Action, Bonn  2-4 May 2019 

⏩SDG Wings at music Festivals and public events  

⏩ Primavera sound  -  30 May - 1 June 

⏩ NOS Festival Porto -  6 - 8 June  

⏩SDG butterfly wings at the European Development Days - 16-18 June 2019 

⏩Localization of SDG Wings, local launches and collection of SDG Wings videos and photo messages.  

⏩ in the run up to the European elections -  end of May 

⏩Local launches in NY -  11 July, Madrid (TBC), Milan (TBC)  

⏩Collection of SDG butterflies pictures in the run up to the UNGA -  September 2019 

⏩ Other - Olympics and Paralympics, Tokyo 2020  
 

THE BUILDING BLOCKS 

⏭ 17 original illustrations will turn the Goals into beautiful SDG Butterfly Wings  

⏭ Augmented reality: Every SDG Wings is animated via AR technology and can be brought to life with a 
smartphone’s camera 
 
⏭ A social media campaign mobilizes the campaign across platforms 

⏭ A video spot A video teaser and short video series published on digital platforms and cinemas around 
the main European cities. 

https://www.primaverasound.com/?lang=en
https://www.nosprimaverasound.com/?_ga=2.91307738.1373099270.1551690998-550346136.1550670514


 

⏭ Outdoor, public spaces and public events distribution plan Billboards presenting the wings and 
containing the QR Code bring the SDG Wings to public spaces - central stations, city centers and town halls 
- and cultural spaces.  
 
⏭ An Influencer campaign - engaging local/national social media influencers and celebrities alongside 
high-level UN representatives and SDG Advocates reach out to their audiences.  

⏭ A microsite in several languages provides learning tools and an entry point to engage with the SDGs 
and get involved in the review process. A live map and aggregator captures the stories, photos, videos, and 
messages shared by participants, generating a crowdsourced pull of public voices in support of the SDGs, 
extending the campaign’s legacy.  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 



 

 
 
IMPACT: Mainstreaming the SDGs, increasing ownership & public support for the 
SDGs  
 
From parliamentarians to social innovators, from executives to farmers, youth to seniors, the campaign 
calls for everyone to flap their wings and take action for the Goals.  
 
Through the SDG Wings Campaign we aim to:  
 

● Make the SDGs known to new audiences, with a special focus on youth. Based on the results in the 
pilot launch of the campaign in Germany, we could reach over 100 million people throughout 
Europe. See results  
 

● Disseminate a positive “we can do it” message that can generate public engagement and 
ownership of the SDGs at both global and local level.  
 
 

 
Watch the SDG Wings animate  

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1QVEq5-J4Jkpbs6WQkD7noucC2lcm9vhc/view?usp=sharing
https://vimeo.com/260389087

